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ABSTRACT
In this paper, for the first time, we study label propagation
in heterogeneous graphs under heterophily assumption. Ho-
mophily label propagation (i.e., two connected nodes share
similar labels) in homogeneous graph (with same types of
vertices and relations) has been extensively studied before.
Unfortunately, real-life networks are heterogeneous, they con-
tain different types of vertices (e.g., users, images, texts)
and relations (e.g., friendships, co-tagging) and allow for
each node to propagate both the same and opposite copy
of labels to its neighbors. We propose a K-partite label
propagation model to handle the mystifying combination
of heterogeneous nodes/relations and heterophily propaga-
tion. With this model, we develop a novel label inference
algorithm framework with update rules in near-linear time
complexity. Since real networks change over time, we devise
an incremental approach, which supports fast updates for
both new data and evidence (e.g., ground truth labels) with
guaranteed efficiency. We further provide a utility function
to automatically determine whether an incremental or a re-
modeling approach is favored. Extensive experiments on
real datasets have verified the effectiveness and efficiency of
our approach, and its superiority over the state-of-the-art
label propagation methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
Label propagation [44] is one of the classic algorithms
to learn the label information for each vertex in a network
(or graph). It is a process that each vertex receives labels
from neighbors in parallel, then updates its labels and finally
sends new labels back to its neighbors. Recently, label prop-
agation has received renewed interests from both academia
and industry due to its various applications in many do-
mains such as in spam detection [1], fraud detection [10],
sentiment analysis [15], and graph partitioning [35]. Differ-
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Figure 1: An example of sentiment labeling on a
heterogeneous network with three types of vertices:
users, tweets and words. Solid edges denote ob-
served links, and dashed edges represent label prop-
agation directions. The width of dash edges dis-
tinguishes strengths of propagation. Green color:
positive label; red color: negative label; homophily:
propagate the same copy of labels; and heterophily:
propagate the opposite copy of labels.
ent algorithms [11, 19, 33, 39, 41, 44] have been proposed
to perform label propagation on trees or arbitrary graphs.
All of these traditional algorithms simply assume that all
vertices are of the same type and restricted to only a single
pairwise similarity matrix (graph).
Unfortunately, many real networks such as social net-
works are heterogeneous systems [3, 32, 38] that contain
objects of multiple types and are interlinked via various re-
lations. Considering the heterogeneity of data, it is tremen-
dously challenging to analyze and understand such networks
through label propagation. Applying traditional label prop-
agation approaches directly to heterogeneous graphs is not
feasible due to the following reasons. First, traditional ap-
proaches neither support label propagation among differ-
ent types of vertices, nor distinguish propagation strengths
among various types of relations. Consider the example of
sentiment labeling shown in Fig. 1, the label of each tweet is
estimated using the labels of words and users. In addition,
the label information of users is much more reliable than
that of words in terms of deciding the labels of tweets [42],
and thus the user vertices should have stronger propaga-
tion strengths than word vertices. Second, traditional ap-
proaches do not support heterophily propagation. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, in sentiment label propagation, traditional
approaches assume that if a word has a positive label, then
its connected tweets also have positive labels. However, it
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Figure 2: Examples of ubiquitous tripartite graphs.
is reasonable that a tweet connected to a positive word is
negative due to sarcasm.There are few notable exceptions [9,
13, 20] (see more in related works) that support either het-
erogeneous types of vertices or heterophily propagation, but
not both. Last but not least, all of the current approaches
simply assume that the propagation type (e.g., a homophily
or heterophily propagation) is given as an input, though ac-
tually this is difficult to obtain from observation.
In this paper, we study the problem of labeling nodes
with categories (e.g., topics, communities, sentiment classes)
in a partially labeled heterogeneous network. To this end,
we first propose a K-partite graph model as the knowledge
representation for heterogeneous data. Many real-life data
examples, naturally form K-partite with different types of
nodes and relations. To provide a few examples, as shown
in Fig. 2, in folksonomy system, the triplet relations among
users, items and tags can be represented as a tripartite
graph; document-word-author relation can also be modeled
as another tripartite graph with three types of vertices. A
K-partite graph model nicely captures the combination of
vertex-level heterogeneity and heterogeneous relations, which
motivates us to focus on label propagation on K-partite
graphs. That is, given an observed K-partite and a set of
very few seed vertices that have ground-truth labels, our goal
is to learn the label information of the large number of the
remaining vertices. Even though K-partite graphs are ubiq-
uitous and the problem of label propagation on K-partite
graphs has significant impact, this area is much less stud-
ied as compared to traditional label propagation in homo-
geneous graphs and thus various modeling and algorithmic
challenges remain unsolved.
To address the modeling challenges, we develop a unified
K-partite label propagation model with both vertex-level
heterogeneity and propagation-level heterogeneity. Consider
the sentiment example in Fig. 1, our model allows a tweet
vertex to receive labels from both words and users, but au-
tomatically gives higher weights to the latter through our
propagation matrix. The propagation-level heterogeneity,
which is reflected by supporting homophily, heterophily and
mixed propagation, are automatically learned in our model.
To infer our model, we first propose a framework that sup-
ports both multiplicative [25] and addictive rules [18] (i.e.,
projected gradient descent) under the vertex-centric man-
ner with near linear-time complexity. Because in practice
graph and labels can continuously changing, we then study
how and when we should apply label propagation to han-
dle the changing scenarios. We thus devise a fast increment
algorithm (i.e., assigning labels for new day, or updating la-
bels upon feedbacks), that performs partial updates instead
of re-running the label inference from scratch. We not only
can control the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy via
Table 1: A summary for label propagation meth-
ods. H-V denotes whether a method supports het-
erogeneous types of vertices, H-P denotes whether
a method supports heterophily in label propaga-
tion, Auto means whether the heterophily matrix is
automatically learned or predefined, Incre denotes
whether the proposed label propagation algorithm
supports incremental update upon new data or new
labels, and Joint denotes whether the proposed ap-
proach allows a vertex to be associated with multiple
labels.
Method H-V H-P Auto Incre Joint
[4] [11] [33] [34]
X X X X X
[39] [41] [44]
[7] X X X X X
[9] [20] X X X X ?
[13] [37] X X X X X
Proposed X X X X X
the confidence level parameter for speed up, but also can de-
termine whether we should apply our incremental algorithm
through a utility function.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
1. Problem formulation: we show how real-life data
analytic tasks can be formulated as the problem of
label propagation on K-partite graphs.
2. Heterogeneity and heterophily: we propose a generic
label propagation model that supports both hetero-
geneity and heterophily propagation.
3. Fast inference algorithms: we develop a unified la-
bel propagation framework on K-partite graphs that
supports both multiplicative and addictive rules with
near-linear time complexity. We then propose an in-
cremental framework, which supports much faster up-
dates upon new data and labels than re-computing
from scratch. In order to strike a balance between ef-
ficiency and effectiveness, we introduce a confidence
level parameter for speed up. We further develop a
utility function is designed to automatically choose be-
tween an incremental or a re-computing approach.
4. Practical applications: we demonstrate with three
typical application examples that various classification
tasks in real scenarios can be solved by our label prop-
agation framework with K-partite graphs.
2. RELATEDWORKS
In this section, we first provide an extensive (but not ex-
haustive) review about the state-of-the-art label propaga-
tion approaches, and then discuss related works on hetero-
geneous graph representation using K-partite graphs.
2.1 Label Propagation
We summarize a set of representative label propagation
algorithms in Table 1. In the following, we provide more
details about each approach, with emphasis on their ad-
vantages and disadvantages. First we consider how these
methods support propagating labels in heterogeneous net-
works. Various types of algorithms have been proposed to
perform label propagation on trees or arbitrary graphs such
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as belief propagation [11] [39], loopy belief propagation [19],
Gaussian Random Field (GRF) [44], MP [33], MAD [34],
and local consistency [41]. All of these algorithms simply
assume that all vertices are of the same type and restricted
to only a single graph.
Recently with the tremendously increasing of heteroge-
neous data, label propagation approaches on heterogeneous
networks have been developed. Jacob et al. [20] focused
on learning the unified latent space representation through
supervised learning for heterogeneous networks. Ding et
al. [9] proposed a cross propagation algorithm for K-partite
graphs, which distinguishes vertices of different types, and
propagates label information from vertices of one type to
vertices of another type. However, they still make the ho-
mophily propagation assumption, that is, two connected
nodes have similar labels (representations), even though they
are from different types. On another hand, Gatterbauer
et al. [13] proposed a heterophily belief propagation algo-
rithm for homogeneous graphs with the same type of ver-
tices (e.g., a user graph). Yamaguchi et al. [37] also proposed
a heterophily propagation algorithm that connects to ran-
dom walk and Gaussian Random Field. In both approaches,
they assumed that even a user node is labeled as fraud, it
can not simply propagate the fraud label to all its neighbors.
However, their approach does not support vertex-level het-
erogeneity and use the same type of propagation over the
entire network. In addition, the propagation matrices (e.g.,
diagonal matrix for homophily, off-diagonal matrix for het-
erophily) are required to be predefined based on observa-
tion, rather than to be automatically learned. In this work,
we propose a unified label inference framework, which sup-
ports both vertex-level heterogeneity, and propagation-level
heterophily (i.e., different types of propagation across het-
erogeneous relations). Furthermore, our framework is able
to automatically learn the propagation matrices from the
observed networks.
Current researches have been focused on addressing algo-
rithmic issues in the problem of label propagation such as
incrementally and jointly learning for label inference. Gat-
terbauer et al. [13] proposed a heuristic incremental belief
propagation algorithm with new data. However, more re-
search is required in finding provable performance guaran-
tee for the incremental algorithm. Chakrabarti et al. [7]
proposed a framework with joint inference of label types
such as hometown, current city, and employers, for users
connected in a social network. To advance existing work,
we propose an incremental framework which supports adap-
tive update upon both new data and labels. In addition,
our algorithm is guaranteed to achieve speedup compared
to re-computing algorithms with a certain confidence. It
also supports multi-class label joint inference and provides
a better understanding about the latent factors that cause
link formations in the observed heterogeneous networks.
2.2 K-partite Graphs
K-partite graph analysis has wide applications in many
domains such as topic modeling [27], community detection [29],
and sentiment analysis [42]. Most of these works use tripar-
tite graph modeling as a unified knowledge representation
for heterogeneous data, and then formulate the real data an-
alytic tasks as the corresponding tripartite graph clustering
problem. For example, Long et al. [27] proposed a general
model, the relation summary network, to find the hidden
structures (the local cluster structures and the global com-
munity structures) from a K-partite graph; Zhu et al. [42]
addressed both static tripartite graph clustering and online
tripartite graph clustering with matrices co-factorization.
There are other works which study theoretical issues such
as competition numbers of tripartite graphs [22].
To summarize, K-partite graph modeling and analysis has
been studied from different perspectives due to its potential
in various important applications. Yet studies on learning
with K-partite graph modeling are limited. In this work,
we formulate a set of traditional classification tasks such
as sentiment classification, topic categorization, and rating
prediction as the label propagation problem on K-partite
graphs. With the observed K-partite graphs, our label in-
ference approach is able to obtain decent accuracy with very
few labels.
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let t, t′ be a specific vertex type. A K-partite graph G =
< ∪Kt=1Vt, ∪Kt=1 ∪Kt′=1 Ett′ > has K types of vertices, and
contains at most K(K − 1)/2 two-way relations. We also
use notation G to denote the adjacency matrix representa-
tion of a K-partite graph and use Gtt′ to denote the sub
graph/matrix induced by the set of t-type vertices Vt and
the set of t′-type vertices Vt′ . For ease of presentation, Ta-
ble 2 lists the notations we use throughout this paper.
Intuitively, the purpose of label propagation on K-partite
graph is to utilize observed labels of seed vertices (denoted
as V L) to infer label information for remaining unlabeled
vertices (denoted as V U ). For each vertex v, we use a col-
umn vector Y (v) ∈ Rk×1 to denote the probabilistic label
assignment to vertex v and a matrix Y ∈ Rn×k to denote
the probabilistic label assignment for all the vertices, where
n is number of nodes and k is number of labels. Therefore,
our objective is to infer the Y matrix so that each unlabeled
vertex v ∈ V U obtains an accurate estimation of its ground
truth label.
We first build intuition about our model using a running
example shown in Fig. 3(a). Suppose we only observe the
links and very few labels of vertices as shown in Fig. 3(b),
the purpose of label propagation on tripartite graphs is then
to utilize observed links to infer label information. We in-
troduce a matrix B ∈ Rk×k to represent the correlation
between link formation and associated labels. Each entry
B(li, lj) denotes the likelihood that a node labeled as li is
connected with another node labeled as lj . Subsequently, in
the label propagation process, each entry B(li, lj) also de-
notes a proportional propagation that indicates the relative
influence of nodes with label li on another nodes with label
lj . To keep consistent with the label propagation process,
here we interpret B as the propagation matrix.
Note that the B matrix is an arbitrary non-negative ma-
trix without any restrictions. If the B matrix is diagonal
(e.g., Bac from Va to Vc in Fig. 3(d)), the link formation is
consistent with homophily assumption; while if the B ma-
trix is off-diagonal, the link formation is more likely due to
heterophily assumption. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3(d),
the propagation matrix between a− and b− type vertices is
different from that between a− and c− type vertices. We
thus let Btt′ denote the propagation matrix between t-type
vertices and t′-type vertices.
Generally speaking, if we have prior knowledge about prop-
agation matrix B, then each unlabeled vertex could receive
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Figure 3: An illustration of our label inference process
with a tripartite graph example. Here we use different
shapes/colors to distinguish types/labels. g: green, and
r: red. In addition, the blue color denotes an overlapping
assignment of both green and red.
proportional propagation from very few labeled vertices ac-
cording to B. We propose to infer the propagation matrix
and label assignment via embedding. We embed each vertex
into a unified space (for all types of vertices), where each di-
mension of the latent space denotes a specific label and the
link probability of two vertices are correlated to their labels
(i.e., distance in the latent space). Fig. 3(c) shows a sim-
plified two-dimension space. With the label embedding, the
label assignment and the correlation can be automatically
learned.
With these intuitions, we focus on the following problem:
Problem 1 (K-partite Graph Label Inference) Given
a K-partite graph, a set of labels L, a set of seed labeled
vertices V L with ground truth labels Y ∗ ∈ RnL×k (nL =
|V L|), the goal is to infer the label assignment matrix Y and
the propagation matrix B such that
arg min
Y,B≥0
{
∑
t
∑
t′ 6=t
‖Gtt′ − YtBtt′Y Tt′ ‖2F
+ β
∑
u∈V L
‖Y (u)− Y ∗(u)‖2F + λregularizer(G,Y )}
(1)
where t denotes the type of vertex, Yt denote a sub matrix
of Y , which gives the label assignment for the set of t-type
vertices Vt, β and λ are parameters that control the contri-
bution of different terms, and regularizer(G,Y ) denotes
a regularization approach such as graph regularization [5],
sparsity [14], diversity [40], and complexity regularization.
In our objective function, the first term evaluates how
well each B matrix represents the correlation between link
formation G and associated labels Y , via computing the
error between estimated link formation probability and the
observed graph. The second term
∑
u ‖Y (u)−Y ∗(u)‖2F gives
penalty to seed vertices if their learned labels are far away
from the ground truths. Note that the regularization term
provides an add-on property that utilizes additional domain-
specific knowledge to improve learning accuracy.
In conclusion, our problem definition has well addressed
all the mentioned modeling challenges. Unfortunately, be-
sides modeling challenges, there are several computational
Table 2: Notations and explanations.
Notations Explanations.
n/m/k/K number of nodes/edges/labels/types
G/B/Y Graph/Propagation/Label assignment matrix
t(v)/d(v)/N(v) the type/degree/neighbors of vertex v
Y (v) ∈ Rk×1 the label assignment for vertex v
Mtt′
a sub matrix of matrix M between t-type
vertices and t’-type vertices
η step size in additive rule
 a very small positive constant
θ parameter in incremental algorithm
1A(x) indicator function
L Lipschitz constant
J(x) Objective function of x
J (x) Largrangian function of x
challenges remaining to be solved. First, the NP-hardness of
Problem 1 (the sub problem of nonnegative matrix factor-
ization is NP-hard [36]) requires efficient solutions for large-
scale real problems. Second, the rapid growth of data and
feedbacks requires fast incremental update. In the following,
we address those computational challenges by developing ef-
ficient algorithms that are highly scalable and achieve high
quality in terms of classification accuracy for real-life tasks.
4. LABEL INFERENCE ALGORITHMS
In this section, we discuss the algorithmic issues in la-
bel inference process. Specifically, our label inference prob-
lem leads to an optimization problem, which searches for
the optimum weighted propagation matrix B and label as-
signment matrix Y to minimize the objective function in
Eq. (1). Considering these nonnegative constraints, differ-
ent approaches [18, 26, 21] have been proposed to solve this
non-convex optimization problem. Among them, the multi-
plicative update [25] and additive update rules [26] are two
most popular approaches because of their effectiveness. The
multiplicative update approach batch updates each entry of
the matrix by multiplying a positive coefficient at each iter-
ation, while the additive update approach is a project gra-
dient descent method. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no existing work that combines different update rules in
a unified framework.
In this paper, we propose to combine these two update
rules in a unified framework. We observe that the typical
multiplicative update rule that batch updates each entry
of the matrix, can be transferred to a vertex-centric rule
that corresponds to update each row of the matrix per it-
eration. This transformation allows us to unify both rules
under the same vertex-centric label propagation framework
because many addictive rules are updating each row per it-
erations [26, 21]. We notice that multiplicative and addic-
tive update rules share some common computations. Conse-
quently by pre-computing these common terms, our frame-
work can be independent to various different update rules,
while remains as efficient as possible. The proposed frame-
work enjoys three important by-products: (1) supporting
fair comparison between different update rules, (2) one uni-
fied incremental algorithm in Section 5 naturally support
various update rules, (3) easy to parallel because the up-
dates of each vertex can be performed at the same time.
Algorithm 1 presents the framework of our vertex-centric
label inference algorithm, which consists of three steps: ini-
tialization, update for the propagation matrix B, and up-
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Algorithm 1 The unified label inference framework
Input: Graph G, a few ground truths Y ∗
Output: Label Matrix Y
01: Initialize Y and B (see Section 4.1)
02: repeat
03: update Btt′ (see Section 4.3)
04: update common terms At (see Eq. (6))
/∗ Vertex-centric search (block coordinate search)∗/
05: for each vertex u ∈ V
06: update and/or normalize Y (u) (see Section 4.2)
07: Ys = Y ;
08: Y = arg minY ||Ys − Y ||2F + λregularizer(G, Y )
09: until converges
10: return Y
date for the label assignment of each vertex Y (u). We first
provide a non-negative initialization for both Y and B in
Section 4.1. We next iteratively update B (Section 4.3) and
Y (Section 4.2) until the solution converges (Lines 2–10)
with both multiplicative and addictive rules. Because the
computational cost is dominated by updating the label as-
signments for all the vertices (Lines 5–6). To reduce the
computational cost, when updating label assignment ma-
trix Y in Section 4.2, we design an efficient cache technique
that pre-computes and reuses common terms shared by the
same type vertices (i.e., At for each t-type vertex) for both
update rules. We show that by pre-computing At, the com-
putational time for each Yt decreases, consequently the com-
putational cost per iteration is much reduced.
In the following we first present the details of three compo-
nents in our unified algorithm framework from Section 4.1–
Section 4.3 , we then show the equivalence between element-
wise multiplicative and vertex-centric multiplicative, and
analyze the theoretical properties of different update rules
in Section 4.4.
4.1 Initialization
To achieve a better local optimum, a label inference algo-
rithm should start from one or more relatively good initial
guesses. In this work, we focus on graph proximity based
initialization for label assignment matrix Y ; while B matrix
is initialized using observed label propagation information
among labeled seed vertices.
Initializing Y Given the set of labeled vertices V L with
ground truth label Y ∗ ∈ Rnl×k, we utilize the graph prox-
imity to initialize the unlabeled vertices with similar labeled
and the same-type vertices. Specifically, the label assign-
ment matrix Y 0 can be initialized as follows:
Y 0(u) =
Y
∗(u) if u ∈ V L
avg
v∈Vt(u)
sim(u, v,G)Y (v) otherwise (2)
where sim(u, v) evaluates the graph proximity between ver-
tices u and v. In our experiments, we define sim(u, v,G)
as the normalized Admic-Adar score [2]. In order to evalu-
ate the similarity between two vertices, we sum the number
of neighbors the two vertices have in common. Neighbors
that are unique to a few vertices are weighted more than
commonly occurring neighbors. That is,
sim(u, v,G) =
∑
w∈(N(u)∩N(v))
1
log d(w)
(3)
We first compute the sim(u, v,G) with Eq. (3), and then
normalize all the scores into the range [0, 1]. Here d(u) is
the degree of vertex u, and N(u) is the set of neighbors of
vertex u.
Initializing B For each Btt′ , we initialize it based on label
class information and vertex type information of the ob-
served labeled vertices. Specifically, we first initialize each
Btt′ as an identity matrix, where we assume that if type-t
vertices are in li class, then all their connected type-t
′ ver-
tices will receive corresponding li class label. We then incre-
ment Btt′(li, lj) by one whenever we observe a type-t vertex
labeled li is connected to another type-t
′ vertex labeled lj .
Finally, we normalize each Btt′ using L1 norm.
4.2 Update Y
As introduced earlier, we perform vertex-centric update
for Y . That is, in each iteration, we focus on minimizing
the following sub objective:
J(Y (u)) =
∑
v∈N(u)
(G(u, v)− Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))2
+
∑
v 6∈N(u),t(v)6=t(u)
(Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))
2
+ 1V L (u)β‖Y (u)− Y ∗(u)‖2F
(4)
where 1A(x) is the indicator function, which is one if x ∈ A
and zero otherwise, N(u) is the neighbors of vertex u.
In the following, we adopt two representative update rules,
multiplicative rule and additive rule, to derive the optimal
solution for Eq. (17).
Lemma 1 ( Multiplicative rule for Y) Y can be approx-
imated via the following multiplicative update rule:
Y (u) = Y (u)◦√∑
v∈N(u) G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v) + β1V L(u)Y
∗(u)
At(u)Y (u) + β1V L(u)Y (u) + 
(5)
where  > 0 is a very small positive value (e.g., 1−9), and
At is defined as follows:
At =
∑
v 6∈Vt
Btt(v)Y (v)Y (v)
TBTtt(v) (6)
Proof : The proof can be derived in spirit of the classic mul-
tiplicative algorithm [25] for Non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion with the KKT condition [23]. Details are presented in
Appendix 7.1.
Lemma 2 ( Additive rule for Y) An alternative approx-
imate solution to Y can be derived via the following additive
rule:
Y (u)r+1 = max(, Y (u)r + 2η(
∑
v∈N(u)
G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v)
−AtY (u) + β1V L(u)(Y ∗(u)− Y (u)r)))
(7)
where η is the step size, and At is defined in Eq. (6).
Proof : It can be easily derived by replacing the deviation
of J(Y (u)) into the standard gradient descent update rule.
Step size for additive rule. We use Nesterov’s method [17],[28]
and [43] to compute the step size η, which can be esti-
mated using the Lipschitz constant L for ∇J(Y (u)), see
Appendix 7.2.
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Table 3: Time complexity of basic operators, where
n is number of nodes, m is number of edges, and k
is number of label classes.
B Y At
Multi O(n+m)k O(n+m)k
∑
t′ 6=t nt′k
2
Addti O(n+m)k O(n+m)k
∑
t′ 6=t nt′k
2
4.3 Update B
In the following, we present the detailed update rules for
propagation B.
Lemma 3 ( Multiplicative rule for B) B can be derived
via the following update rule:
Btt′ = Btt′ ◦
√
Y Tt Gtt′Yt′
Y Tt YtBtt′Y
T
t′ Yt′ + 
(8)
Proof : Proof of this Lemma is similar to Lemma 1, as
shown in Appendix 7.3.
Lemma 4 ( Additive rule for B) An alternative approx-
imate solution to B can be derived via the following additive
rule:
Btt′ = max(, Btt′ + 2ηb(Y
T
t Gtt′Yt′ − Y Tt YtBtt′Y Tt′ Yt′))
(9)
where ηb again denotes the step size.
Proof : It can be easily derived by replacing the deviation
of J(Btt′) into the standard gradient descent update rule.
Similar to the computation of η with Nesterov’s gradient
method, ηb can be computed with Lipschitz constant Lb=
2‖Y Tt′ Yt′Y Tt Yt‖F for ∇J(Btt′), see Appendix 7.4.
4.4 Comparison and Analysis
We first show that the solution Y returned by the pro-
posed multiplicative rule is identical to that by the tradi-
tional multiplicative rule proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 5 Updating label assignment Y vertex by vertex us-
ing Lemma 1 is identical to the following traditional multi-
plicative rule [42]:
Yt = Yt ◦
√ ∑
t′ 6=tGtt′YtB
T
tt′ + βStY0∑
t′ 6=t YtBtt′Y
T
t′ Yt′B
T
tt′ + βStYt
where S ∈ Rn×n is the label indicator matrix, of which
Suu = 1 if u ∈ V L and zero for all the other entries, and St
is the sub matrix of S for t-type vertices.
Proof : The detailed proof is shown in Appendix 7.5.
We then analyze the time complexity of computing each
basic operator in a single iteration. As outlined in Table 3,
each basic operator can be computed efficiently in real sparse
networks. In addition, because of our pre-computation of
At, multiplicative and additive update rules have the same
near-linear time computational cost in a single iteration,
which is much smaller than many traditional multiplicative
rules for Y . For example, if we apply the multiplicative rule
proposed by Zhu et. al. [42], it leads to O(nanbk+ nanck+
nbnck) computation complexity per iteration.
Convergence. Let us first examine the general convergence
of our label inference framework. Based on Corollary 1,
2 and 3 [21], any limited point of the sequence generated
by Algorithm 1 reaches the stationary point if the update
rules remain non-zero and achieve optimum. Therefore, in
general, if any update rule in Algorithm 1 is optimum for
both sub objectives, it leads to the stationary point.
We next analyze the convergence properties when using
both multiplicative update rules and additive update rules.
Although both the multiplicative updating rules and addi-
tive rules used in this work are not optimum for subprob-
lems, they still have very nice convergence properties. As
proved on Theorem 2.4 [6], the proposed additive rules still
converge into a stationary point. For the multiplicative rule,
we conclude that using the proposed multiplicative updat-
ing rules guarantees that the value of objective function is
non-increasing, and thus the algorithm converges into a lo-
cal optima. This is because the proposed multiplicative rules
are identical to the traditional multiplicative rules as proved
in Lemma 6, and Zhu et al. [42] have proved that the value
of objective function is non-increasing with the traditional
multiplicative rules.
5. INCREMENTAL LABEL INFERENCE
In this section, we present our solution to the fundamen-
tal research question with practical importance: How can we
support fast incremental updates upon graph updates
such as new labels and/or new node/edges? This is be-
cause in practice graphs and labels are continuously chang-
ing. In the following, we first develop an incremental algo-
rithm that adaptively updates label assignment upon new
data, where we can control the trade-off between efficiency
and accuracy. We then further explore another interesting
question: on which condition it is faster to perform
incremental update than recomputing from scratch? To
address this issue, we propose a utility function that exam-
ines the reward and cost of both update operations. With
the utility function, our framework is able to automatically
determine the “best” strategy based on different levels of
changes.
5.1 Incremental Update Algorithm
Our incremental update algorithm supports both graph
changes and label changes. The first scenario includes ver-
tex/edge insertion and deletion; while the label changes in-
clude receiving additional labels, or correction of noise la-
bels. With the proliferation of crowdsourcing, whenever we
get additional explicit labels from users; or we identify noise
labels based on user feedback, we can update label assign-
ment for each vertex.
A simple approach to deal with graph/label updates is
to re-run our label inference algorithm for the entire graph.
However, this can be computationally expensive. We thus
propose the incremental algorithm, where we perform par-
tial updates instead of full updates for each vertex. Our
incremental algorithm is built upon the intuition that even
with the graph and label changes, the majority of vertices
tend to keep the label assignments or will not change much.
Therefore, we perform a ”lazy” adjustment, i.e., utilizing the
old label assignment and updating a small candidate set of
change vertices. Unfortunately, it is very challenging to de-
sign an efficient and effective incremental label propagation
algorithm because in label propagation the adjustment of
existing vertices will affect its neighbors, and even vertices
that are far away. This requires us to propose an effective
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Algorithm 2 Incremental label Inference algorithm with
changes
Input: Graph G, old label matrix Y , a few ground truths Y ∗,
confidence level θ ∈ [0, 1), and changes ∆V
Output: New label matrix Yn
01: cand=∆V
02: for each u ∈ G
03: Yn(u) = Y (u)
04: wtt′ = avg(u,v)∈Ett′Y (u)
TBtt′Y (v),
σtt′ = std(u,v)∈Ett′Y (u)
TBtt′Y (v)
05: repeat
06: for each vertex u ∈ cand
07: update Yn(u) (see Section 4.2)
08: for each v ∈ N(u), v 6∈ cand
09: if |Y Tn (u)Bt(u)t(v)Yn(v)− wt(u)t(v)| ≥
√
1
1−θσt(u)t(v)
10: cand = cand ∪ {v}
11: until Yn converges
12: return Yn
strategy to choose which subset of vertices to be adjusted
to guarantee the performance gain of the incremental algo-
rithm. Let us use the following example to illustrate more
about the challenge.
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Figure 4: Two new vertices are inserted into the
Tripartite graph in Fig. 3.
Example 1 Fig. 4 shows an example of initializing the can-
didate set of vertices to be adjusted when graph receive up-
dates. Two vertices 9 and 10 are inserted with new formed
edges into the tripartite graph shown in Fig. 3 (a), which
consequently leads to vertices 5, 6, 8 receive new links from
vertices 9 and 10. Therefore, the subset of vertices {5, 6, 8, 9, 10}
(i.e., the subgraph bounded by the red box) receive graph
changes and their label embedding require to be updated. How-
ever, updating the position of vertex 6 in the latent space
might cause the change of that of vertex 2, or even all of the
remaining vertices. It is unclear to what extent we should
prorogate those changes: Too aggressive leads to an entire
update (equivalent to the recomputing) while too conserva-
tive leads to great loss in accuracy.
Overview of the incremental algorithm. We develop
an incremental algorithm based on the mean field theory,
which assumes that the effect of all the other individuals on
any given individual is approximated by a single averaged ef-
fect. Hence we choose the candidate set of vertices based on
how much they differ from the averaged effect. The overall
process is outlined in Algorithm 2. We first identify a small
portion of changes ∆V as our intial candidate set of vertices
cand (Line 3), where ∆V denote the set of changed vertices
(e.g., {5, 6, 8, 9, 10} in Fig. 4), including new and deleted ver-
tices, vertices that have new or deleted edges, and vertices
which receive updated ground truth labels. Next, we iter-
atively perform a conditioned label assignment update for
each vertex in the candidate set (Lines 6–7), as well as an
update for candidate vertices set cand (Lines 8–10). When
updating the candidate vertices, we include one neighbor
of an existing candidate vertex into cand only if it satisfies
the conditions (Line 9) that are based on the pre-computed
value of w and δ (Lines 4–5). The w exactly denotes the
averaged effect of any given individual and δ denotes the
standard deviation of effects of any given individual, and
θ is a confidence level parameter for the trade-off between
efficiency and accuracy. We here make an assumption that
the propagation matrix B is inherent property and can be
accurately estimated by the sampled old data (i.e., B is not
changing with new data). The details of candidate vertex
update are presented as follows.
Update of candidate vertices set. The set of candidate
vertices (cand) denotes a subset of vertices, where the label
assignment requires update due to graph/label changes. Ba-
sically, for each current vertex u in cand, we update its label
assignment and examine its propagation behavior over its
neighbor vertex v. Intuitively, the modification of one ver-
tex can cause the relation to its neighbors adjusted, whereas
the general behavior between the corresponding two types
of vertices should not change much. More specifically, let
the wtt′ = avg(u,v)∈Ett′Y (u)
TBtt′Y (v) denote the averaged
effect of any individual between t− and t′− type, and let
the σtt′ = std(u,v)∈Ett′Y (u)
TBtt′Y (v) denote the standard
deviation of effects between t− and t′− type individuals.
If the estimated effect between u and v after adjustment,
significantly differs from the averaged effect (i.e., wt(u)t(v))
within the same types, we add vertex v into cand. The sig-
nificance is evaluated using a threshold that consists of the
confidence parameter θ and σtt′ .
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Figure 5: Vertex 7 of the Tripartite graph in Fig. 3
obtain a new label
Example 2 Consider again the example shown in Fig. 4,
the graph changes activate the changes of embedded posi-
tions of vertices {5, 6, 8, 9, 10} (i.e., vertices in the box).
The movement of changed vertices in the label embedding
space, consequently causes their neighbor vertices to leave
old embedded positions. For example, if vertex 6 is moved
further to the red axis, its neighbor vertex 2 might be required
to move away from the green axis too. Similarly, in Fig. 5
when vertex 7 receives a new label, vertex 7 are pushed closer
to the green axis, which further influences the movement of
both vertex 1 and vertex 4. Meanwhile, the new label also
strengthens the green label propagation to vertex 1.
Confidence level parameter θ for speed up. We now
discuss the effect of parameter θ that controls the percentage
of neighbors that avoid label update in each iteration (Line
7
9). A larger value of θ indicates that more neighbors are
filtered out for update, thus leading to a higher confidence
that the incremental algorithm is more efficient than a re-
computing approach. One nice property of Algorithm 2 is
that it can bound the number of candidate vertices requiring
label assignment update in each iteration. In particular, we
present the following theorem that provides the efficiency
guarantee for our incremental algorithm.
Theorem 1 In each iteration, the probability Pc that a neigh-
bor of any candidate vertex requires label assignment update
is lower bounded by 1− θ. That is : Pc ≤ 1− θ.
Proof (sketch): Let X denote a random variable, which
represents the value of Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v) for any pair of
linked vertices (u, v) between t-type vertices and t′-type ver-
tices. Then wtt′ is the average value of X, and σ
2
tt′ is the
variance of X.
Based on Chebyshev’s inequality, ifX is a random variable
with finite expected value u and finite non-zero variance σ2.
Then for any real number q > 0, we have:
Pr(|X − u| ≥ qσ) ≤ 1
q2
(10)
Let us replace u by wtt′ , σ by σtt′ , q by
√
1/(1− θ), we
have:
Pr(|X − wtt′ | ≥
√
1/(1− θ)σtt′ ) ≤ (1− θ) (11)
Eq. (11) exactly examines the maximum bound of the prob-
ability of reaching Line 9 in Algorithm 2. Since the proba-
bility of reaching Line 9 in Algorithm 2, is identical to the
probability that a neighbor of any candidate vertex requires
label assignment update, we complete the proof. 
In conclusion, the parameter θ roughly provides a utility
that controls the estimated speed up of an incremental al-
gorithm toward a re-computing approach. A larger value of
θ indicates that more neighbors are filtered out for update,
thus leading to a higher confidence that the incremental al-
gorithm is more efficient than a re-computing approach. On
another hand, a larger value of θ leads to fewer updates of
neighbors and subsequently lower accuracy. From this per-
spective, the parameter θ allows us to choose a good trade-
off between computational cost and solution accuracy.
5.2 To Re-compute or Not?
In the online label inference, we continually receive new
data and/or new evidence (labels). Conditioning on the new
data and new evidence, we have two choices: we can recom-
pute the label assignment for all the vertices, using full label
inference; or, we can fix some of the previous results, and
only update a certain subset of the vertices using an incre-
mental algorithm. To understand the consequences of using
an incremental algorithm, we must answer a basic question:
how much accuracy loss are incurred and how much speed
up are achieved by an incremental algorithm compared to a
re-computing approach?
We thus define the utility function for the incremental
algorithm fI as follows:
U(fI) = usGain(fI , fR)− uaLoss(fI , fR) (12)
where Gain(fI , fR) =
|G∪∆G|
(2−θ)|∆G| is the the computational
gain achieved by the incremental algorithm fI compared
to the re-computing algorithm fR, ∆G is the subgraph in-
duced by the changed vertices ∆V , Loss(fI , fR) is the in-
formation loss of using incremental algorithm fI instead of
re-computing approach fR, us is the reward unit for speed
up and ua is the reward unit for accuracy.
We next examine where the information loss of an in-
cremental algorithm comes. Basically, the accuracy loss of
the incremental algorithm comes from two parts: the loss
on V − due to fixing their label assignments, and the loss on
V + due to the approximating label assignments for V + with
fixed previous assigned labels for V −. Therefore, we have:
Loss(fI , fR) = D(Y |fR, Y |fI , V +) +D(Y |fR, Yo, V −) (13)
where Y |f denotes the label assignments using label in-
ference operator f , Yo denotes the previous assigned labels,
and D(Y1, Y2, V ) denotes the label assignment differences of
vertices set V between two assignments Y1 and Y2.
Unfortunately, it is non-trivial to examine differences be-
tween label assignments by a re-computing and those by an
incremental algorithm. This is a chicken and egg paradox:
one wants to decide which algorithm to use based on infor-
mation loss (label assignments differences); while without
applying both algorithms, one can not get an accurate un-
derstanding about the differences. In order to proceed, we
estimate the information loss by examining the similarity
between old data and new data, which is inspired by the
concept drift modeling [12, 45] for supervised learning. The
intuition is that if the distribution of new data significantly
varies from that of old data, an incremental update results in
higher information loss; while the new data are very similar
to old data, an incremental update leads to much less infor-
mation loss. Specifically, we use the graph proximity heuris-
tic defined in Eq. (3) to simulate the similarity between new
data and old data, and consequently the information loss,
which leads to the following equations:
D(Y |fR, Y |fI , V +) =| avg
u∈V−,v∈V +
sim(u, v,G ∪∆G)
− avg
u∈V−,v∈V +
sim(u, v,∆G)| (14)
D(Y |fR, Yo, V −) =| avg
u∈V L,v∈V−
sim(u, v,G ∪∆G)
− avg
u∈V L,v∈V−
sim(u, v,G)| (15)
Though information loss might happen when using an in-
cremental algorithm, much less time is consumed in compu-
tation compared to any re-computing operation, especially
when the percentage of changes is very small.
6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Datasets and Settings
We evaluate the proposed approaches on four real datasets
with three different classification tasks: sentiment classifica-
tion, topic classification and rating classification. Among
the four datasets, Prop 30 and Prop 37 are two tripartite
graphs created from 2012 November California Ballot Twit-
ter Data [42], each of which consists of tweet vertices, user
vertices, and word vertices. The label classes are sentiments:
positive, negative, and neutral. The PubMed dataset [24] is
represented as a tripartite graph with three types of ver-
tices: papers, reviewers, and words. Each paper/reviewer
is associated with multiple labels, which denote the set of
subtopics. The MovieLen dataset [31] represents the folk-
sonomy information among users, movies, and tags. Each
movie vertex is associated with a single class label. Here
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we use three coarse-grain rating classes, “good”, “neutral”,
and “bad” as the ground truth labels. A short description
of each dataset is summarized in Table 4.
Let MRG/ARG denote the multiplicative/additive rule
update with graph heuristic initialization. We compare our
approaches with three baselines: GRF [44], MHV [9] and
BHP [13]. GRF is the most representative traditional label
propagation algorithm (i.e., no B matrices or B matrices
are identity matrices), MHV is selected as a representative
method that supports vertex-level heterogeneity (B matri-
ces are diagonal), and BHP denotes the label propagation
algorithm that allows propagation-level heterophily and uti-
lizes a single matrix B. For all of these approaches, we begin
with the same initialized state, and we use the same regu-
larizations/or no regularizations for all approaches. Note
that our goal in this paper is not to justify the perfor-
mance of semi-supervised learning for different classification
tasks (various surveys have justified the advantage of semi-
supervised learning with fewer labeled data), but rather to
propose a better semi-supervised label propagation algo-
rithm for tripartite graphs. Therefore, we do not compare
our approaches with other supervised methods such as sup-
port vector machine.
We evaluate the effectiveness of each approach in terms of
classification accuracy. Specifically, we select [1%, 5%, 10%]
of vertices with ground truth labels as the set of seed labeled
vertices, and then run different label propagation algorithms
over the entire network to label the remaining vertices. Note
that the selection of seed labeled vertices is not the focus of
this work, and thus we simply adopt the degree centrality
to select the top [1%, 5%, 10%] of vertices as seed nodes.
For both single- and multi-class labels, we assign label li to
a vertex u if Y (u, li) > 1/k and validate the results with
ground truth labels. We represent classification results as a
contingency matrix A, with Aij for i, j ∈ L = {l1, · · · , lk}
where k is the number of class labels, and Aij is the number
of times that a vertex of true label li is classified as label lj .
With the contingency matrix A, the classification accuracy
is defined as: Accuracy =
∑
i Aii∑
ij Aij
.
The classification accuracy can not well evaluate the per-
formance if label distribution is skewed. Therefore, we also
use Balanced Error Rate [30] to evaluate the classification
quality. The balanced error rate is defined as BER = 1 −
1
k
∑
i
Aii∑
j Aij
.
Table 4: The statistics of datasets. “single label”
denotes whether each vertex can be associate with
one or more labels; “max label” denotes the class
label lm that has maximum number of vertices and
“% max label” denotes the percentage of vertices
that have ground truth label lm.
Data Prop 30 Prop 37 MovieLen PubMed
# nodes 23,025 62,383 26,850 36,813
# edges 168,131 542,028 168,371 263,085
# classes 2 2 3 19
single label Yes Yes Yes No
% na 3.6% 3.1% 14.9% 0.3%
% nb 45.7% 54.5% 56.8% 0.6%
% nc 50.7% 42.4% 28.3% 99.1%
% max label 67% 90% 67% 23%
All the algorithms were implemented in Java 8 in a PC
with i7-3.0HZ CPU and 8G memory.
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Figure 6: Classification quality comparisons. The
higher accuracy (the lower balanced error rate), the
better quality.
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Figure 7: The automatically learned propagation
matrices B by the better algorithm between ARG
and MRG (Best viewed in color).
6.2 Static Approach Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1
in terms of convergence, efficiency and classification accu-
racy.
Question 1 Accuracy: How does Algorithm 1 perform com-
pared to the baselines?
Result 1 Algorithm 1 outperforms the baselines in terms of
classification accuracy and balanced error rate when data exhibit
heterophily and/or with multi-class labels.
Fig. 6 reports the classification accuracy and balanced er-
ror rate comparisons for all the approaches. Here we set the
convergence tolerance value to 10−6. The parameter β is
set to 5. This is because in our preliminary experiments,
we notice that the accuracy increases when β is increased
from 1 to 5, but after that, increasing β does not lead to sig-
nificant changes in accuracy. Clearly, our approaches MRG
and ARG, performs much better than the other approaches
on Prop 30, MovieLen, PubMed, and perform similarly with
GRF on Prop 37. The results validate the advantage of in-
ferred B matrix in terms of supporting vertex-level hetero-
geneity, propagation-level heterogeneity and the multi-class
label propagation.
For example, Prop 37 is about labeling genetically engi-
neered foods, and the majority of people have positive atti-
tude. As shown in Fig. 7 (b), all of the B matrices learned by
ARG are diagonal matrices, which illustrates that the link
formation exactly follows homophily assumption. Hence,
on Prop 37, forcing B matrices as identity matrices such
as GRF obtains comparable quality with our approaches.
Moreover, although both PubMed (see Fig. 7 (d)) and Prop
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Figure 8: Convergence comparison. y axis: the ra-
tio between
√
Jr and
√
J0, where Jr is the objective
value for rth iteration and J0 is the objective value
of initialization.
37 exactly follow homophily assumption, the proposed ap-
proaches perform better than other approaches on PubMed.
This is because PubMed has multi-class labels and our ap-
proaches well support multi-class label propagation com-
pared to other approaches. On Prop 30 and MovieLen, the
B matrices are a mixture of different forms of matrices. Un-
der this situation, our approaches MRG and ARG perform
better than all the approaches including BHP (using a single
arbitrary B matrix).
Question 2 Convergence: Do multiplicative and additive
rules in Algorithm 1 converge?
Result 2 Both multiplicative and additive rules are guar-
anteed to converge into local optima and their convergence
rate in terms of objective values are much faster than the
baselines.
Instead of fixing convergence tolerance value, now we fix
the maximum iteration number to 100, and validate the con-
vergence performance of the proposed algorithms. Fig. 8
shows that the objective values are non-increasing using
both multiplicative rules and additive rules. In addition,
the proposed algorithms decrease the objective value much
faster than other algorithms.
Question 3 Efficiency: Are the proposed algorithms scal-
able?
Result 3 In each iteration, the proposed algorithms MRG
and ARG require more computational cost than the base-
lines. However, since they converge much faster than other
approaches, the total running time of the proposed algo-
rithms, are still faster than the baselines.
We again fix the convergence tolerance value to 10−6, and
report the average running time per iteration and the total
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Figure 9: Efficiency comparison. Note that time per
iteration is in millisecond scale and total running
time is in second scale.
running time in Fig. 9. Because on average they converge
2-3 times faster than all the baselines, computationally ex-
pensive per iteration due to the incurred additional cost for
computing the propagation matrices B, the proposed algo-
rithms are still very efficient for large-scale data.
Table 5: The effect of graph regularization.
Prop30 Prop37
w w/o w w/o
MRG 0.869 0.848 0.935 0.908
ARG 0.867 0.781 0.942 0.928
Question 4 Regularization: What is the effect of the graph
regularization?
Result 4 We validate that graph regularization term is
helpful for sentiment classification tasks on Prop 30 and
Prop 37.
Intuitively user-to-user graph (e.g., friendship graph) or
document graph (e.g., citation graph) will be very helpful
for labeling users or documents. Unfortunately, we do not
have such graphs for MovieLen and PubMed. Therefore, al-
though our framework is very general and supports various
regularization, we only compare the classification accuracy
w/o graph regularization on Prop 30 and prop 37 (i.e., the
two data sets that have additional user to user re-tweeting
graphs). With the additional regularization, the classifica-
tion accuracy increases by 6.1% on Prop 30 and 2% on Prop
37.
Question 5 MRG V.S. ARG: Is MRG perform better
than ARG, or vice verse?
Result 5 The two update rules exhibit similar behaviors
in terms of accuracy, convergence and running time.
Interestingly, we observe that there is no clear winner be-
tween the two update rules. The result demonstrates that
our unified algorithm can serve as a framework for compar-
ison between different update rules.
6.3 Incremental Approach Evaluation
We justify the advantage of our incremental approaches
in terms of guaranteed speed up and decent classification
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Figure 10: The effect of confidence level parameter
θ. Here running time speed up is defined as the
running time of re-computing divided by that of in-
cremental approach. The accuracy loss is defined as
the accuracy of re-computing minus that of incre-
mental approach.
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Figure 11: The effect of new data percentage. Note
that a% of new data means that a% of the entire
network is new, in another word, the ratio between
old data and new data is 100−a
a
.
quality compared to the re-computing approach. In the re-
computing approach, we apply Algorithm 1 to the entire
network, on top of old label assignment results. Since the
purpose of this group of experiments is to evaluate the incre-
mental framework, not the inference algorithm, we simply
choose a representative algorithm MRG in all the following
experiments.
Question 6 In terms of both efficiency and quality, what is
the effect of confidence parameter θ?
Result 6 The running time speed up increases with θ,
especially when θ >50%. On the contrary, the accuracy
decreases with θ.
We first fix the percentage of new data as 10%, vary the
confidence parameter θ from 0.1 to 0.9, and present the re-
sults in Fig. 10. Overall the running time speed up is in-
creasing with θ, though the curves have some zigzags due
to the ignored effect of θ on convergence speed. When θ is
greater than 0.5, the running time speed up increases sig-
nificantly. On the other hand, we do lose information by
skipping updates for 100(1-θ)% of neighbors and thus the
accuracy loss is also increased with θ but much more slowly.
Question 7 What is the effect of new data percentage?
Table 6: Utility values of the incremental algorithm
with 10 different subsets of 10% new data on Prop
37.
speed ups accuracy loss utility (mean) utility (std)
3.60 -0.060 226.379 78.03
3.71 -0.058 220.828 74.37
2.93 -0.034 218.287 72.15
3.71 -0.033 218.010 77.79
3.43 -0.026 207.193 75.70
2.90 0.000 204.959 72.65
3.08 0.002 201.394 75.85
3.35 0.006 199.478 75.17
3.76 0.012 189.649 73.62
3.76 0.034 186.631 68.56
Result 7 The efficiency gain obtained by the incremental
approach, decreases with the amount of new data. However,
it is very interesting to see that applying the incremental
approach on a large portion of new data does not necessary
lead to a lower accuracy.
We next fix the confidence parameter θ as 0.5, vary the
percentage of new data from 10% to 90%, and report the
running time and accuracy in Fig. 11. The results clearly
indicate that the relative speed up is around 3.5 to 6 when
we apply the incremental approach with 10% of new data.
When the percentage of new data is larger than that of old
data, the relative speed up decreases to around 2.4 to 3.4.
We initially expect that the accuracy loss might also increase
when the new data become dominant. However, Fig. 11
reports that on Prop 37 and PubMed, the accuracy of ap-
plying incremental updates on 90% new data is similar to
that on 10% new data (or even better than). Therefore, it
is non-trivial to make a simple decision when and on what
condition we should favor the incremental approach purely
based on the percentage of new data. We should further ex-
amine the similarity between old and new data, as suggested
by the utility function defined in Eq. (12).
Question 8 Is the utility function helpful in making deci-
sions about when we should use the incremental approach?
Result 8 The priority of an incremental approach, is cor-
related with its utility value. A high utility score for an
incremental approach suggests a stronger preference to the
incremental approach.
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the goodness of
utility functions. We firstassume that accuracy loss is more
concerned and thus we set ua = 100 and us = 60. We ran-
domly select 10 different subsets of 10% new data on Prop
37, and then apply both incremental algorithm and recom-
puting algorithm. For the confidence parameter in the in-
cremental algorithm, we vary it from 0.1 to 0.5. The average
running time speed up, the average accuracy loss, the aver-
age and standard deviation of utility function are reported
in Table 6. Clearly, the utility function is highly correlated
with the accuracy loss: a higher utility score leads to less loss
in accuracy. Therefore, once we fixed the parameters in the
utility function according to application requirements, we
are able to safely decide whether we should use the incre-
mental approach based on the utility scores. For example, in
Table 6, a straightforward strategy is that if the utility score
is greater than 200, we opt to use an incremental approach;
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otherwise, a re-computing approach is preferred. Moreover,
the results also indicate that the percentage of new data is
not a good utility measure: We have the same percentage of
new data, but accuracy loss, speed up and utility scores vary
significantly. We have also changed the setting to ua = 60
and us = 100 (presented in Table 7 in Appendix), and the
results show that the utility function is highly correlated
with the speed up.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
In this work, we studied the problem of label propaga-
tion in K-partite graphs. We proposed a rich label prop-
agation model that supports both heterogeneity and het-
erophily propagation, by allowing two connected nodes of
different types have either similar or opposite labels. We
developed a unified label inference framework with two rep-
resentative update rules. In order to support the dynamic
property of real networks, we further presented a fast algo-
rithm, which incrementally assigns labels to new data, or
updates old labels according to new feedbacks. Instead of
using the percentage of new data, a utility function was fur-
ther designed to determine when incremental approach is
favored.
In the future, we plan to develop an effective adaptive
seeding approach, which selects the minimum number of
vertices to be labeled but achieves highest guaranteed ac-
curacy. This will greatly reduce the effort and expense of
human labeling.
Appendix
7.1 Proof of Lemma 1
We first consider the general solution to Eq. (1) without
the regularization function. With the observed graph struc-
ture, the objective in Eq. (1) without regularization term
can be rewritten as the following dual form:
arg min
Y,B
{
∑
(u,v)∈E
(G(u, v)− Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))2
+
∑
(u,v) 6∈E,
t(u)6=t(v)
(Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))
2
+ β
∑
u∈V L
‖Y (u)− Y ∗(u)‖2F }
(16)
where we separate the heterogenous node pairs into two
parts: linked parts and non-linked parts. Note that homoge-
neous node pairs (pairs of nodes of the same type) are omit-
ted since they are always unlinked in the K-partite graph.
As introduced earlier, we perform vertex-centric update
for Y . That is, in each iteration, we focus on minimizing
the following sub objective:
J(Y (u)) =
∑
v∈N(u)
(G(u, v)− Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))2
+
∑
v 6∈N(u),t(v)6=t(u)
(Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))
2
+ 1V L (u)β‖Y (u)− Y ∗(u)‖2F
(17)
where 1A(x) is the indicator function, which is one if x ∈ A
and zero otherwise.
We introduce the Largrangian multiplier Λ for non-negative
constraint (i.e., Y (u) ≥ 0) in Eq. (17), which leads to the
following Largrangian function J (Y (u)):
J (Y (u)) =
∑
v∈N(u)
(G(u, v)− Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))2
+
∑
v 6∈N(u),t(v)6=t(u)
(Y (u)TBt(u)t(v)Y (v))
2
+ 1V L (u)‖Y (u)− Y ∗(u)‖2F + tr(ΛY (u)Y (u)T )
The next step is to optimize the above terms w.r.t. Y (u).
We set ∇Y (u)=0, and obtain:
ΛY (u) =− 2(
∑
v 6∈Vt(u)
Bt(u)t(v)Y (v)Y (v)
TBTt(u)t(v) + 1V L (u)I
k)Y (u)
+ 2(1V L (u)Y
∗(u) +
∑
v∈N(u)
G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v))
Using the KKT condition ΛY (u) ◦ Y (u)=0 [23], where ◦
denotes the element-wise multiplicative, we obtain:
[−(
∑
v 6∈Vt(u)
Bt(u)t(v)Y (v)Y (v)
TBTt(u)t(v) + 1V L (u)I
k)Y (u))
+ (1V L (u)Y
∗(u) +
∑
v∈N(u)
G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v))] ◦ Y (u) = 0
Following the updating rules proposed and proved in [8]
[16] [42], we have:
Y (u) = Y (u)◦√√√√∑v∈N(u)G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v) + 1V L (u)Y ∗(u)
At(u)Y (u) + 1V L (u)Y (u) + 
where  > 0 is a very small positive value (e.g., 1−9), and
At is defined as follows:
At =
∑
v 6∈Vt
Btt(v)Y (v)Y (v)
TBTtt(v)
Note that in the above equation and in all of the following
equations, we add a very small positive value  into denom-
inator to avoid zero division.
This completes the proof.
7.2 Lipschitz constant for ∇J(Y (u))
Given a convex function f , ∇ f is Lipschitz continuous on
Dom h if:
||∇f(x)−∇f(y)||2 ≤ L||x− y||2, ∀ x, y in Dom h
Therefore, given any two y1 and y2, which denotes two
different values for Y (u), we have:
||∇J(y1)−∇J(y2)||2 =||2At(y1 − y2)||2
≤ ||2At||2||y1 − y2||2
We then have ||∇J(y1)−∇J(y2)||F ≤ 2||At||F ||y1−y2||F ,
and thus the lipschitz constant for ∇J(Y (u)) is 2||At||F .
7.3 Proof of Lemma 3
Similar to the proof for Lemma 1, we first introduce the
Largrangian multiplier Λ for non-negative constraint (i.e.,
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B ≥ 0), which leads to the following Largrangian function
J (B):
J (Btt′ ) = ‖Gtt′ − YtBtt′Y Tt′ ‖2 + tr(ΛBtt′BTtt′ ) (18)
The next step is to optimize the above terms w.r.t. Btt′ .
We set ∇J (Btt′)=0, and obtain:
ΛBtt′ = 2Y
T
t Gtt′Yt′ − 2Y Tt YtBtt′Y Tt′ Yt′
With the K.K.T. condition [23], ΛBtt′ ◦Btt′=0, we have:
(Y Tt Gtt′Yt′ − Y Tt YtBtt′Y Tt′ Yt′) ◦Btt′ = 0
Following the updating rules proposed and proved in [8] [16]
[42], we have:
Btt′ = Btt′ ◦
√
Y Tt Gtt′Yt′
Y Tt YtBtt′Y
T
t′ Yt′
(19)
This completes the proof.
7.4 Lipschitz constant for ∇J(B)
Similar to the proof shown in Section 7.2, given any B1,
B2 representing different values of Btt′ , we have:
||∇J(B1)−∇J(B2)||2
=||2Y Tt YtB1Y Tt′ Yt′ − 2Y Tt YtB2Y Tt′ Yt′ ||2
≤tr(2Y Tt′ Yt′Y Tt Yt)||B1 −B2||2
We then have ||∇J(B1)−∇J(B2)||F ≤ 2||Y Tt′ Yt′Y Tt Yt||F ||B1−
B2||F , and thus the lipschitz constant is 2||Y Tt′ Yt′Y Tt Yt||F .
7.5 Proof of Lemma 6
Lemma 6 Updating label assignment Y vertex by vertex us-
ing Lemma 1 is identical to the following traditional multi-
plicative rule [42]:
Yt = Yt ◦
√ ∑
t′ 6=tGtt′YtB
T
tt′ + βStY0∑
t′ 6=t YtBtt′Y
T
t′ Yt′B
T
tt′ + βStYt
where S ∈ Rn×n is the label indicator matrix, of which
Suu = 1 if u ∈ V L and zero for all the other entries, and St
is the sub matrix of S for t-type vertices.
Substituting the multipliers in the preliminary update rule
proposed by Zhu et. al. [42], we obtain an optimization
algorithm which iterates the following multiplicative update
rule for Yt:
Yt = Yt ◦
√ ∑
t′ 6=tGtt′Yt′B
T
tt′ + StY0∑
t′ 6=t YtBtt′Y
T
t′ Yt′B
T
tt′ + StYt
Note that for each vertex u, we have Y (u) = col(Y T , u),
where col(A, i) denotes the specific ith-column of a matrix
A. Therefore, we have Y (u):
=Y (u) ◦
√√√√ col(∑t′ 6=t(u)Btt′Y Tt′ GTt(u)t′ , u) + 1V L (u)Y ∗(u)
col(
∑
t′ 6=t(u)(Btt′Y
T
t′ Yt′B
T
tt′ )
TY T
t(u)
, u) + 1V L (u)Y (u)
=Y (u) ◦
√√√√ ∑t′ 6=t(u′) Btt′Y Tt′ col(GTt(u)t′ , u) + 1V L (u)Y ∗(u)∑
t′ 6=t(u)(Btt′Y
T
t′ Yt′B
T
tt′ )
T col(Y T
t(u)
, u) + 1V L (u)Y (u)
=Y (u) ◦
√√√√ ∑v∈N(u) G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v) + 1V L (u)Y ∗(u)∑
v 6∈Vt(u) Bt(u)t(v)Y (v)Y (v)
TBT
t(u)t(v)
Y (u) + 1V L (u)Y (u)
Cache the term
∑
v 6∈Vt Btt(v)Y (v)Y (v)
TBTtt(v) as At, and
add  to the denominator, we have:
Y (u) = Y (u) ◦
√∑
v∈N(u) G(u, v)Bt(u)t(v)Y (v) + 1V L(u)Y
∗(u)
At(u)Y (u) + 1V L(u)Y (u) + 
This is identical to the update rule proposed in Lemma 1
and thus it completes the proof.
7.6 Additional tables
Table 7 reports additional results on utility functions.
Table 7: Utility values of the incremental algorithm
with 10 different subsets of 10% new data on Prop
37. We fix the confidence level parameter θ as 0.5
and set ua = 60 and us = 100. We report the running
time speed up, accuracy loss, and utility function
values for each subset of new data.
speed ups accuracy loss utility
3.76 0.063 353.152
3.76 0.083 344.492
3.71 0.016 340.527
3.71 0.039 340.095
3.60 0.009 323.221
3.43 0.043 319.736
3.35 0.060 314.174
3.08 0.050 311.186
2.93 0.039 295.853
2.90 0.047 291.144
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